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Basics of ESD Protection (TVS) Diodes

Outline:
This document describes electrostatic discharges (ESD)/ESD tests (operation of
MM/HBM/CDM/IEC61000-4-2)/operation of ESD protecting diodes (ESD pulsing/normal
operation)/selection methods/caution in designing (laying out) boards/Maximum ratings/electrical
properties as described in the datasheet.
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1. Introduction
Electronic devices are becoming increasingly versatile, faster, and smaller. To meet their
requirements, semiconductor manufacturers steadily improve the performance and reduce the
size of semiconductor devices for electronic applications by shrinking process geometries and
increasing the dopant concentration. Because of the downscaling of the process and the
ever-higher dopant concentration, semiconductor devices are becoming less immune to
electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage. Unless countermeasures are taken, electronic devices are
susceptible to degradation and damage due to ESD. In addition, electronic devices are subject to
increasing exposure to ESD events as USB, LAN, and other cables are frequently plugged and
unplugged for data communication with IoT and other devices and battery recharging.
To protect against ESD, it is therefore becoming essential to add ESD protection diodes to USB,
HDMI, and other external ports as well as to the parts that might come into contact with or close
to the human body or any manufacturing system during production.

2. What is an ESD?
Static electricity is the charge generated on the surface of dielectric materials. Static electricity
is discharged when positively and negatively charged objects are brought into contact with or
close to each other. This phenomenon is called an electrostatic discharge (ESD). When a charged
human body touches an electronic device, the resulting ESD can be several thousand volts.

2.1. Why does static electricity occur?
When two different objects are rubbed together, brought into contact with each other, or
separated from each other (e.g., when plastic wrap is unrolled), electrons may move from one
object to the other. Some materials tend to lose electrons and become positively charged while
others tend to receive electrons and become negatively charged. A list of materials arranged
according to the tendency to gain or lose electrons easily is called the triboelectric series. The
farther away two materials are from each other on the triboelectric series, the greater the charge
transferred when they are brought into contact with each other. All materials consist of atoms,
which normally have an equal number of positively charged protons and negatively charged
electrons, making them electrically neutral. For example, friction causes electrons to move from
one object to the other, creating an imbalance of positive and negative charges.

Teflon

Polyester

Paper

Nylon

Hair

Figure 2.1 Triboelectric series
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Figure 2.2 How static electricity occurs
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2.2. Why are ESD protection devices necessary?
Semiconductor manufacturers have continually developed new processes with ever-smaller
geometries to improve the performance and reduce the size of semiconductor devices for
electronic applications. There is a law regarding transistor scaling, which states that scaling the
size of transistors to 1/k reduces their area to 1/k2, power consumption to 1/k, and circuit delays
to 1/k. According to this scaling law, geometry scaling helps reduce the size and power
consumption and improve the performance of semiconductor devices.
However, when the width and the length are scaled to 1/k, the thickness is also generally scaled
proportionally. This means that the thickness of the insulation film used for semiconductor device
fabrication is also reduced to 1/k. Silicon oxide (SiO2) is commonly used as an insulator for silicon
semiconductor devices. SiO2 exhibits a dielectric strength of 8 to 10 MV/cm, which is constant per
centimeter. Therefore, when the thickness of an insulation film is reduced to 1/k, its dielectric
strength is reduced to 1/k.
The shrinking of semiconductor processes described above is just one of the factors that make
semiconductor devices more susceptible to static electricity. Reducing the size and improving the
performance of semiconductors and other electronic components exacerbate the effect of ESD.
Various factors also complicate ESD protection, including the size reduction of electronic devices
themselves.
Furthermore, the way in which people use electronic devices has considerably changed. Since
most electronic devices were stationary devices used only at home twenty years ago, their cables
were rarely reconnected. At present, however, USB and LAN cables are plugged into and
unplugged from smartphones, notebook PCs, and other mobile devices many times a week for
battery recharging and data communication.
As described in the previous subsection, ESD can be introduced into an electronic device when
it is brought into contact with or close to another object. In other words, nowadays, electronic
devices are exposed to ESD more frequently.
Because of a decrease in ESD immunity and an increase in the number of ESD strikes, electronic
devices have an increased risk of being degraded by ESD events. It is therefore becoming more
important to use ESD protection devices than ever before.
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2.3. ESD and surge tests (electrostatic breakdown and surge immunity tests)
ESD and surge tests are broadly divided into device- and system-level tests.

2.3.1. Device-level tests
Device-level tests model a factory or similar environment to ensure that unmounted
semiconductor devices are not degraded or destroyed by ESD pulses in places where ESD is
controlled. There are three major ESD models:
1． Human body model (HBM): Models a discharge that might occur when a charged human
touches a device
2． Machine model (MM): Models a discharge that might be released from charged machines
such as manufacturing systems
3． Charged-device model (CDM): Models a discharge that might occur when a charged

current (A)

electrically isolated device touches an earthed circuit board during assembly

time (ns)

Test circuit example

Test waveform example

current (A)

Figure 2.3 Human body model (HBM)

time (ns)

Test circuit example

Test waveform example

current (A)

Figure 2.4 Machine model (MM)

time (ns)

Test circuit example

Test waveform example

Figure 2.5 Charged-device model (CDM)
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2.3.2. System-level tests
This test is designed to ensure that electronic systems will not be degraded or destroyed by ESD
in the everyday environment.
1． IEC 61000-4-2 (ESD immunity test: Human body model)
As is the case with the HBM, this test simulates a discharge that might be released from a
charged human body. Two methods are used for ESD testing:


Direct discharge: Tests a discharge that might occur when a human directly touches an
exposed metal surface of a system or a device.



Air discharge: Tests a discharge that might occur between a device under test (DUT) and a
discharge gun through an air layer when the surface of a system or a device is coated with
resin or other coating materials.

These ESD tests are stipulated in IEC 61000-4-2 from the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC).
Toshiba’s ESD protection (TVS) diodes are tested using both the direct and air discharge
methods.
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example
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Figure 2.6 IEC 61000-4-2 test

2． IEC 61000-4-5 test (Surge immunity test: Lightning surge test)
Also known as a lightning surge test, a surge immunity test models voltage and current surges
induced by a nearby lightning strike. This test also includes transient switching phenomena such
as a sharp load variation and a load short circuit that might occur when the power switch is turned
on. IEC 61000-4-5 test is the most stringent system-level surge immunity test in terms of the
level and cycle time of the surge current applied.

current (A)

The surge immunity test is stipulated in IEC 61000-4-5.

time (ns)

Test circuit example

Test waveform example

Figure 2.7 IEC 61000-4-5 test
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3. ESD protection diodes
3.1. Classification of diodes
Diodes are broadly classified into two types: p-n diodes based on the p-n junction formed by
p-type and n-type semiconductors and metal-semiconductor diodes (commonly known as
Schottky barrier diodes or SBDs) formed by the junction of a metal with either an n-type or p-type
semiconductor.
ESD protection (TVS) diodes are designed based on constant-voltage diodes, a type of p-n
diodes, specifically to protect devices from ESD.
The following subsections describe basic p-n diodes and the characteristics unique to ESD
protection diodes.

Diodes

p-n diodes

Rectifier diodes
Fast-recovery diodes (FRDs)
Zener diodes (constant-voltage diodes)
Zener diodes (protection Zener diodes)
ESD protection diodes (TVS diodes)
Variable-capacitance diodes
(Varicap diodes)
RF switching-diodes (PIN diodes)

Metal-semiconduct
or junction diodes

Schottky barrier diodes (SBDs)
RF Schottky barrier diodes

Figure 3.1 Example of diode classification
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3.2. p-n diodes
A p-n diode is a diode formed by the junction of p-type and n-type semiconductors.


p-type semiconductor: A p-type semiconductor is created by doping an intrinsic silicon
semiconductor with boron (B) or other impurity elements and has a hole concentration
larger than its electron concentration.



n-type semiconductor: A n-type semiconductor is created by doping an intrinsic silicon
semiconductor with phosphor (P) or other impurity elements and has an electron
concentration larger than its hole concentration.

A p-n diode conducts when it is forward-biased (i.e., the P-terminal is positively biased relative
to the N-terminal). The p-n diode does not conduct when it is reverse-biased (i.e., when the
N-terminal is positively biased relative to the P-terminal). When the reverse bias is increased and
reaches the reverse breakdown voltage (VBR), the reverse current begins to increase suddenly.
ESD protection diodes are mainly used in the reverse breakdown and non-conductive states.
In the non-conductive state, a depletion region described in the next subsection (also known as
a depletion layer) affects the characteristics of an ESD protection diode.

Hole

Excess electron

Figure 3.2 p-type semiconductor
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Current
Reverse breakdown

On

voltage (VBR)

Voltage

Off

N

Forward voltage
(VF)

Reverse
breakdown



P

Reverse
direction

Forward
direction

Figure 3.5 Conductive (on) and



Figure 3.4 Forward biasing

non-conductive (off) states of an ESD
protection diode

3.3. ESD protection diodes

This section describes the operation of ESD protection diodes.
While no ESD pulse is being introduced into a system (i.e., while a system is in normal
operation), ESD protection diodes should ideally be disconnected from a device under protection
(DUP) so as not to affect its operation. The cathode and anode of each ESD protection diode are
connected to a signal line and GND respectively as shown below. When ESD protection diodes are
connected in this manner, they do not act as transient voltage suppressors while a system is in
normal operation.
When an ESD pulse is introduced into the system, it is necessary to ensure that ESD protection
diodes conduct to prevent the ESD pulse from reaching the DUP. From the connector, the ESD
protection diodes and the DUP can be seen as being connected in parallel. It is therefore important
to ensure that ESD protection diodes have low impedance so that most of the ESD energy is
shunted through the ESD protection diodes.

Normal

Current flow in the event of an ESD
strike
DUP

DUP
Driver IC,

Driver IC,

controller, etc.

controller, etc.

Figure 3.6 Normal system operation

Figure 3.7 System operation in the
event of an ESD strike
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Ranges of operation in
the event of an ESD
strike

Current

Reverse breakdown
voltage (VBR)

Voltage
Forward voltage (VF)

Normal operation
range
Reverse
direction

Forward
direction

Figure 3.8 Voltage ranges in which ESD protection diodes act as transient voltage suppressors

3.3.1. During normal system operation (while no ESD pulse is being introduced)
ESD protection diodes are connected in the reverse direction so that they do not conduct when
the voltage across an ESD protection diode is between forward voltage (VF) and reverse
breakdown voltage (VBR). In this case, a depletion region is formed in the p-n junction, causing the
diode to act as a capacitor.
The following three considerations apply to the selection of ESD protection diodes in terms of
this voltage range:
1． Appropriate reverse breakdown voltage (VBR) relative to the maximum voltage amplitude of
the signal lines to be protected
2． Appropriate total capacitance (CT) relative to the frequency of the signal lines to be
protected
3． Signal polarity (signals crossing the GND level such as analog signals)

Connected in the reverse direction
Figure 3.9 Connection of the ESD protection diode
1． Appropriate reverse breakdown voltage (VBR) relative to the maximum voltage amplitude
of the signal lines to be protected
As the voltage across an ESD protection diode approaches its reverse breakdown voltage (VBR),
leakage current increases as shown in Figure 3.10. When a signal approaches VBR, its waveform
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might be distorted by this leakage current. To avoid this, the VBR of the ESD protection diode
should have some margin relative to the voltage range of the signal line under protection.
In this range, leakage
current might flow.

Signal line under
protection

Current

Reverse breakdown voltage
(VBR)

Voltage

Voltage
Forward voltage (VF)

Forward
direction

Current

Forward voltage (VF)

Reverse
direction

Forward
direction

When VBR has a sufficient margin relative
to the signal line under protection

Reverse
direction

When VBR has no margin relative to the
signal line under protection

Figure 3.10 ESD protection diodes with and without appropriate VBR
The reverse breakdown voltage (VBR) of the ESD protection diode is shown as follows in the
datasheet. In the case of this ESD protection diode, the reverse voltage at which a reverse current
of 5 mA flows at 25°C is specified as reverse breakdown voltage (VBR). This ESD protection diode
provides a typical VBR of 6.8 V, which is equivalent to adding a 1.4-kΩ resistor between a signal
line and GND when the diode’s reverse voltage is 6.8 V. As shown in the figure, reverse current
(IR) increases exponentially with reverse voltage (VR). As reverse voltage approaches VBR, reverse
current affects the linearity of the diode and might cause an increase in signal distortion.
For some ESD protection diodes, the working peak reverse voltage (VRWM) is specified. In the
case of this ESD protection diode, VRWM is specified as a voltage at which the maximum reverse
current (IR) is 0.5 μA (i.e., the diode’s resistance is 1 MΩ or greater). It is important to select ESD
protection diodes with VRWM higher than the amplitude of the signal lines to be protected.
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VRWM
VBR
Definition
of VRWM

Reverse current
increases as
reverse voltage
approaches VBR.
VRWM : Working peak reverse voltage
VBR

: Reverse breakdown voltage

IR

: Reverse current

VC

: Clamp voltage

IPP

: Peak pulse current

RDYN : Dynamic resistance

Figure 3.11 VBR and VRWM specifications of an actual ESD protection diode

2． Appropriate total capacitance (CT) relative to the frequency of the signal lines to be
protected
Figure 3.12 shows an equivalent circuit for the ESD protection diode. The diode does not
conduct during normal operation. At this time, a depletion region is present at the interface of the
p-n junction. The depletion region electrically acts as a capacitor.

Package
capacitance

n-type
semiconductor
Depletion
region
p-type
semiconductor

Simplified
equivalent circuit for
the ESD protection
diode

When the diode
is not conducting

Simplified equivalent
circuit for the
non-conducting ESD
protection diode

Figure 3.12 Simplified equivalent circuit for the non-conducting ESD protection diode
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Therefore, the signal quality is degraded unless appropriate ESD protection diodes are selected,
considering the frequency of the signal lines to be protected.
The following figure shows the insertion loss characteristics of the ESD protection diode with a
total capacitance (CT) of 5 pF, 0.3 pF, and 0.1 pF.
Diodes with a larger capacitance cause higher insertion loss (as indicated by a larger negative
change in the characteristics curve) and are unable to track the changes in signal speed. For
example, in the case of Thunderbolt (with a bandwidth of 10 Gbps, which is equivalent to a
frequency of 5 GHz), ESD protection diodes with a small capacitance (0.1 to 0.3 pF) cause a small
insertion loss and hardly affect the signal whereas an ESD protection diode with a capacitance of
5 pF causes a large insertion loss, considerably decaying a signal.

Insertion loss: 50-Ω source, 50-Ω load
(dB)

0.1 pF

Insertion loss

0.3 pF

5 pF

Frequency (GHz)

5 GHz
(Thunderbolt)

Figure 3.13 Total capacitance vs. insertion loss

Use the following figure as a guide when selecting ESD protection diodes.

Total capacitance (pF)

General-purpose
power supply for
audio lines
±30 kV

Main usage
ESD
Interface
±25 kV

10
5

USB 1.1
SIM cards
±8 kV

≥ 8 pF

USB 2.0
High-speed
memory
±8 kV

≤ 5 pF

2

≤ 2 pF

1
0.5

USB 3.0/HDMI
RF antennas, Wi-Fi
±8 kV

≤ 0.6 pF

0.2
0.1.

Thunderbolt
USB 3.1/HDMI 2.1
±8 kV

≤ 0.3 pF

100 k

1M

≤ 0.2 pF

10 M

100 M

1G

10 G

Frequency (Hz)
Figure 3.14 Selection of ESD protection diodes according to the signal frequency
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3． Signal polarity (signals crossing the GND level such as analog signals)
It is necessary to select either unidirectional or bidirectional ESD protection diodes, considering
the polarity of signal lines to be protected.
Different types of diodes should be selected for signals that swing only in the positive direction
(e.g., between 0 V (logic Low) and 5 V (logic High)) such as unmodulated digital signals and
unbiased analog signals whose voltage can be positive and negative.
Bidirectional ESD protection diodes should be used for signals that range above and below GND
as shown below.
(Both unidirectional and bidirectional diodes can be used for signals whose voltage can only be
positive or negative.)
Digital signals
swinging between
logic Low and logic
High

0V

Analog signals
centered around
GND

0V

Current
Current
Reverse breakdown

Reverse breakdown

voltage (VBR)

voltage (VBR)

Voltage

Voltage
Reverse breakdown

Forward voltage (VF)

voltage (VBR)

Forward direction

Reverse direction

Figure 3.15 Unidirectional vs. bidirectional polarity
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3.3.2. In the event of an ESD strike
When an ESD is introduced into a system, ESD protection diodes either conduct or enter reverse
breakdown. A unidirectional ESD protection diode enters reverse breakdown in the event of a
positive ESD strike and goes into conduction in the event of a negative ESD strike, as shown in
Figure 3.16. This allows the ESD energy (current) to flow to GND, protecting the DUP.
There are three points to note to prevent the DUP from being destroyed by an ESD pulse:
I.

ESD polarity: Both unidirectional and bidirectional ESD protection diodes can be used to
absorb positive and negative ESD pulses as shown in Figure 3.16. It is therefore
unnecessary to be concerned about signal polarity.

II. Low dynamic resistance (RDYN): From the ESD entry point, ESD protection diodes and the
DUP can be seen as being connected in parallel. The lower the RDYN of ESD protection diodes,
the lower the energy applied to the DUP and the less susceptible it is to destruction.
III. Low clamp voltage (VC) and first peak voltage: If the protection element has a high first
peak voltage or a high clamping voltage in the case that an ESD event occurs, it might not
be able to absorb its energy, causing the DUP to be damaged.

I. Operations of an ESD protection diode to absorb ESD pulses with different polarities
Both unidirectional and bidirectional ESD protection diodes can absorb positive and negative
ESD pulses, as highlighted by the arrows

in the following figure.

DUP
Driver IC,
controller, etc.

Negative ESD
pulse
Voltage

Current

Positive ESD
pulse
Negative
ESD pulse

Reverse breakdown voltage (VBR)

Positive
ESD
pulse
Current
Reverse breakdown voltage (VBR)

Voltage
Reverse breakdown

Forward voltage (VF)

voltage (VBR)

Diode’s forward

Diode’s reverse

direction

direction

Bidirectional

Unidirectional

Figure 3.16 Absorption of positive and negative ESD pulses
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II. Low dynamic resistance (RDYN)
In the event of an ESD strike, the ESD current flows to both ESD protection diodes and the
DUP. It is important to reduce the current flowing to the DUP (i.e., increase the current
shunted through the ESD protection diodes).
Where does more ESD current flow?

DUP
Driver IC,
controller, etc.

Figure 3.17 Where does more ESD current flow?

Nowadays, the datasheets for ESD protection diodes show their dynamic resistance (RDYN).
RDYN is the slope of the VF–IF curve in reverse conduction mode. In the event of an ESD strike,
ESD protection diodes with lower dynamic resistance conduct more current at a given voltage.

IF

ESD protection diode
DUP

-VBR
-VRWM

VF
-IR
-IBR

Diode with
high RDYN

An ESD protection diode with low dynamic
resistance helps reduce the amount of
current that flows to the DUP.

Diode with
low RDYN

Figure 3.18 Dynamic resistance of an ESD protection diode

From the connector side, the impedances of the ESD protection diode and the DUP can be seen
as being connected in parallel. If the ESD protection diode has low impedance (i.e., dynamic
resistance), most of the ESD current is shunted through the ESD protection diode, reducing the
current that flows to the DUP and therefore the possibility of its destruction.
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III.

Low clamp voltage (VC) and first peak voltage
Figure 3.19 compares the ESD clamp voltage achievable with different ESD protection

diodes.
Measurements at the input of the DUP indicate that the DF2B5M5SL and DF2B5M4SL
provide lower clamp voltage than the DF2B26M4SL at 30 ns and 60 ns. The smaller the area
under the curve of the clamp voltage waveform, the less damage the DUP suffers. Therefore,
ESD protection diodes with low clamp voltage (VC) provide better protection against ESD
pulses.
In addition, ESD protection diodes do not respond immediately after an ESD entry.
Therefore, if the first peak of the ESD pulse is higher than the clamp voltage of the ESD
protection diode, it might be applied to the DUP, leading to its malfunction or destruction.
ESD protection diodes are designed to provide faster response than other types of
protection devices.
Toshiba’s DF2B5M5SL provides 50% lower first peak voltage than the DF2B5M4SL
because of the optimized internal structure and manufacturing process.

Measure

DUP
Driver IC,
controller,
etc.

Clamp Voltage VC (V)

First peak voltage

DF2B5M5SL
DF2B5M4SL
DF2B26M4SL

50% 30 ns

60 ns

Pulse time tp (ns)
Figure 3.19 Differences in ESD absorption depending on the differences in clamp voltage (V C)
and first peak voltage
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4. Selecting ESD protection diodes
Selection of ESD protection diodes should be considered from three angles. Since some of the
aspects that should be taken into consideration have already been discussed, they are described
below only briefly.
1. Maintaining the signal quality of the signal lines to be protected
1) Voltage of signal lines (see page 13)
Select ESD protection diodes with appropriate reverse breakdown voltage (VBR) or working
peak reverse voltage (VRWM) according to the maximum voltage of the signal lines to be
protected.
2) Signal speed (see page 15)
Select ESD protection diodes with appropriate total capacitance (CT) according to the
maximum frequency of the signal lines to be protected.
3) Signal polarity (see page 17)
Use bidirectional ESD protection diodes for signals that cross the GND level such as analog
signals.
2. Better ESD protection performance
4) ESD polarity (see page 18)
Both unidirectional and bidirectional ESD protection diodes can absorb both positive and
negative ESD pulses.
5) Clamp voltage (see page 20)
Select ESD protection diodes with the minimum clamp voltage (VC) according to the VRWM
required.
3. ESD tolerance of ESD protection diodes
6) IEC 61000-4-2
Select ESD protection diodes with a guaranteed ESD performance higher than a system’s
ESD immunity requirement.
Note, however, that the ESD performance (immunity) of the ESD protection diode is
generally proportional to its total capacitance.
7) IEC 61000-4-5
Select an ESD protection diode that has a higher guaranteed value than the required peak
pulse power and current.
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5. Board layout considerations
Without adequate board design, even ESD protection diodes with high ESD protection
performance would not provide sufficient protection. In particular, board design greatly affects the
instantaneous high-frequency pulse that occurs immediately after an ESD strike.
ESD pulses follow a low impedance path. It is necessary to pay attention to the length of the
traces leading to the ESD protection diode and the DUP after the trace originating from the
connector diverges into two paths, taking the board trace inductance into consideration. If the
board trace leading to the ESD protection diode has large inductance, ESD energy is injected into
the DUP. Figure 5.1 compares a circuit in which an ESD protection diode is added close to the DUP
and a circuit in which it is placed near a connector. As can be seen from this figure, when an ESD
protection diode is placed close to the connector, the first peak voltage is nearly 10 V lower than
in the case that it is placed close to the DUP.
Measurement point

Measurement point

DUP

ESD pulse current

DUP

ESD protection diode placed
near the DUP

ESD protection diode placed
near the connector

10 V lower

ESD protection
diode placed near
the DUP
ESD protection
diode placed near
the connector

Figure 5.1 Effect of the diode placement on the first peak voltage
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The following considerations apply to board design:
1． Place ESD protection diodes close to the ESD entry point.
2． Minimize trace inductance in series with ESD protection diodes including GND after signal
lines originating from the connector diverge into two paths leading to ESD protection diodes
and the DUP.
3． Do not run a wire in parallel with any wire through which ESD pulses might travel. Particular
attention should be paid to the lines that are only internally connected.
Line without ESD
protection
Electromagnetic induction or capacitive
coupling might cause an ESD pulse to
travel from a connector connected to
the external world to internal lines.
The segments of board traces from the
connector to ESD protection diodes are
vulnerable to ESD.

ESD-protected
line

Figure 5.2 Traces running in parallel with a line connected to the external world
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6. Electrical characteristics specified in the datasheet
6.1. Definition of absolute maximum ratings
For ESD protection diodes, the maximum allowable current, voltage, power dissipation, and
other characteristics are specified as maximum ratings. In circuit design, understanding
maximum ratings is crucial in order to obtain the best performance from ESD protection diodes
and maintain device reliability throughout their target operating life.
In order to guarantee the lifespan and reliability of ESD protection diodes, maximum ratings
must not be exceeded. For ESD protection diodes, maximum ratings are defined in accordance
with the absolute maximum rating system.
The absolute maximum ratings are the highest values that must not be exceeded even
instantaneously under any conditions.
If a stress exceeding the specified rating is applied, a device might be permanently degraded.
None of the absolute maximum ratings may be exceeded. Therefore, care should be exercised as
to supply voltage bounces, variations in the characteristics of electronic devices, possible exposure
to stress higher than maximum ratings during circuit adjustment, changes in ambient
temperature, input signal fluctuations, and so on. The major ratings that should be considered
include the ESD tolerance, peak pulse power, junction temperature, and storage temperature of
ESD protection diodes. These parameters are interrelated and cannot be considered separately.
They also depend on external circuit conditions. Although the absolute maximum ratings are
generally specified at an ambient temperature (Ta) of 25°C, some parameters are specified at
different temperatures.

6.1.1. Electrostatic discharge voltage (IEC 61000-4-2) (Contact), VESD
The ESD tolerance of a contact discharge, i.e., a discharge through a direct contact with
equipment under protection
The ESD tolerance is measured according to the method and ESD waveform specified in the IEC
61000-4-2 standard from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The specified VESD
value is the peak value of the test waveform.

6.1.2. Electrostatic discharge voltage (IEC 61000-4-2) (Air), VESD
The ESD tolerance to an air discharge, i.e., a discharge that occurs between equipment under
test (EUT) and a discharge gun through an air layer. The test method and the ESD waveform are
specified in IEC 61000-4-2.

6.1.3. Peak pulse power (tp = 8/20 µs), PPK
The maximum surge power that can be shunted before an ESD protection diode itself is
damaged
The peak pulse power is measured using an 8/20 μs pulse waveform shown in Figure 6.1. (8/20
μs means that it takes 8 μs for the waveform to rise to 100% and 20 μs to fall from 100% to
50%.)
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6.1.4. Peak pulse current (tp = 8/20 µs), IPP
The peak pulse current that can be shunted before an
ESD protection diode itself is damaged
The peak pulse current is measured using a test waveform
shown in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1 8/20 μs waveform specified in IEC 61000-4-5

6.1.5. Junction temperature, Tj
The maximum junction temperature at which an ESD protection diode can operate without
degradation or self-damage

6.1.6. Storage temperature, Tstg
The ambient temperature range in which an ESD protection diode can be stored and
transported without voltage application

6.2. Electrical characteristics
6.2.1. Working peak reverse voltage, VRWM
At the working peak reverse voltage, an ESD
protection diode exhibits a very high impedance.
(Even if this voltage is applied, only the specified
leakage current flows.) The designer can use this
parameter as a guide to ensure that it is above
the maximum operating voltage of the signal line
to be protected.

6.2.2. Total capacitance, CT
The equivalent capacitance across a diode’s
terminals when a small signal is applied at the
specified reverse voltage and frequency. The total
capacitance is the sum of the junction capacitance of
a diode and the parasitic capacitance of its package.
Junction capacitance decreases as reverse voltage
increases.

VRWM

: Working peak reverse voltage

VBR

: Reverse breakdown voltage

IR

: Reverse current

VC

: Clamp voltage

IPP

: Peak pulse current

RDYN

: Dynamic resistance

Figure 6.2 Definitions of electrical characteristics

6.2.3. Dynamic resistance, RDYN

The dynamic resistance is the current slope (resistance value) at two specified high-current
points on the VF–IF curve when the reverse voltage that causes a breakdown is applied to the ESD
protection diode. The dynamic resistance and the clamp voltage described below represent the
ESD performance of an ESD protection diode.
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6.2.4. Reverse breakdown voltage, VBR
The voltage at which an ESD protection diode begins to conduct the specified amount of current
under specified conditions (defined typically at 1 mA, although this differs from device to device).
VBR is originally a parameter defined for Zener diodes. VBR is defined as the voltage at which an
ESD protection diode turns on.

6.2.5. Reverse current, IR
The leakage current that flows in the reverse direction when an ESD protection diode is
reverse-biased at the specified voltage. In the case of ESD protection diodes, IR is defined at the
working peak reverse voltage (VRWM).

6.2.6. Clamp voltage, VC
The maximum voltage to which an ESD protection diode is clamped when exposed to the
specified peak pulse current. VC is generally measured at multiple peak pulse current points. As
described in Section 6.1.4, an 8/20 μs waveform is used for the peak pulse current. The dynamic
resistance and the clamp voltage represent the ESD performance of an ESD protection diode.

To view the lineup of ESD protection (TVS) diodes →
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7. Related Links

■Diodes Line Ups

Click

■Diodes for ESD Protection（Parametric search）

Click
Click

■Zener Diodes（Parametric search）
■Stock Check & Purchase
■FAQ of Diodes for ESD Protection

Click

■Application Note

Click

■e-learning of Diodes for ESD Protection

Click
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8. RESTRICTIONS ON PRODUCT USE
Toshiba Corporation and its subsidiaries and affiliates are collectively referred to as “TOSHIBA”.
Hardware, software and systems described in this document are collectively referred to as “Product”.
 TOSHIBA reserves the right to make changes to the information in this document and related Product without notice.
 This document and any information herein may not be reproduced without prior written permission from TOSHIBA. Even with
TOSHIBA's written permission, reproduction is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration/omission.
 Though TOSHIBA works continually to improve Product's quality and reliability, Product can malfunction or fail. Customers are
responsible for complying with safety standards and for providing adequate designs and safeguards for their hardware, software and
systems which minimize risk and avoid situations in which a malfunction or failure of Product could cause loss of human life, bodily
injury or damage to property, including data loss or corruption. Before customers use the Product, create designs including the Product,
or incorporate the Product into their own applications, customers must also refer to and comply with (a) the latest versions of all
relevant TOSHIBA information, including without limitation, this document, the specifications, the data sheets and application notes
for Product and the precautions and conditions set forth in the "TOSHIBA Semiconductor Reliability Handbook" and (b) the
instructions for the application with which the Product will be used with or for. Customers are solely responsible for all aspects of their
own product design or applications, including but not limited to (a) determining the appropriateness of the use of this Product in such
design or applications; (b) evaluating and determining the applicability of any information contained in this document, or in charts,
diagrams, programs, algorithms, sample application circuits, or any other referenced documents; and (c) validating all operating
parameters for such designs and applications. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR CUSTOMERS' PRODUCT DESIGN OR
APPLICATIONS.
 PRODUCT IS NEITHER INTENDED NOR WARRANTED FOR USE IN EQUIPMENTS OR SYSTEMS THAT REQUIRE
EXTRAORDINARILY HIGH LEVELS OF QUALITY AND/OR RELIABILITY, AND/OR A MALFUNCTION OR FAILURE OF WHICH
MAY CAUSE LOSS OF HUMAN LIFE, BODILY INJURY, SERIOUS PROPERTY DAMAGE AND/OR SERIOUS PUBLIC IMPACT
("UNINTENDED USE"). Except for specific applications as expressly stated in this document, Unintended Use includes, without
limitation, equipment used in nuclear facilities, equipment used in the aerospace industry, lifesaving and/or life supporting medical
equipment, equipment used for automobiles, trains, ships and other transportation, traffic signaling equipment, equipment used to
control combustions or explosions, safety devices, elevators and escalators, and devices related to power plant. IF YOU USE PRODUCT
FOR UNINTENDED USE, TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR PRODUCT. For details, please contact your TOSHIBA sales
representative or contact us via our website.
 Do not disassemble, analyze, reverse-engineer, alter, modify, translate or copy Product, whether in whole or in part.
 Product shall not be used for or incorporated into any products or systems whose manufacture, use, or sale is prohibited under any
applicable laws or regulations.
 The information contained herein is presented only as guidance for Product use. No responsibility is assumed by TOSHIBA for any
infringement of patents or any other intellectual property rights of third parties that may result from the use of Product. No license to
any intellectual property right is granted by this document, whether express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise.
 ABSENT A WRITTEN SIGNED AGREEMENT, EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE RELEVANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
FOR PRODUCT, AND TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT ALLOWABLE BY LAW, TOSHIBA (1) ASSUMES NO LIABILITY
WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES
OR LOSS, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF PROFITS, LOSS OF OPPORTUNITIES, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
AND LOSS OF DATA, AND (2) DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS RELATED
TO SALE, USE OF PRODUCT, OR INFORMATION, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY,
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY OF INFORMATION, OR NONINFRINGEMENT.
 Do not use or otherwise make available Product or related software or technology for any military purposes, including without
limitation, for the design, development, use, stockpiling or manufacturing of nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons or missile
technology products (mass destruction weapons). Product and related software and technology may be controlled under the applicable
export laws and regulations including, without limitation, the Japanese Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Law and the U.S. Export
Administration Regulations. Export and re-export of Product or related software or technology are strictly prohibited except in
compliance with all applicable export laws and regulations.
 Please contact your TOSHIBA sales representative for details as to environmental matters such as the RoHS compatibility of Product.
Please use Product in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations that regulate the inclusion or use of controlled substances,
including without limitation, the EU RoHS Directive. TOSHIBA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES OR LOSSES
OCCURRING AS A RESULT OF NONCOMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

https://toshiba.semicon-storage.com/
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